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THE SPORTS ARENA
by Mark Maestrone

1968 Men’s Olympic Swimming Team
Postcard – An Update

In the last issue of JSP I reported on a large
colorful postcard picturing the entire U.S. men’s 1968
Olympic swimming team. While I was able to match
most faces with names, there was one mystery man
in the crowd. SPI member, Kirk McGowan, rode to
the rescue with an identification – and a correction.

According to Kirk, who consulted with a friend of
his, Bruce Furniss (1976 double gold medalist in
swimming), the “unknown” swimmer in the first row,
fourth from the right, is Mike Burton – the first
swimmer to win the 1,500 meters in consecutive
Olympics (‘68 and ‘72). The swimmer I had
misidentified as Mike Burton is actually John Kinsella
who went on to win the 1970 AAU Sullivan Award for
the most outstanding amateur athlete in the United
States. Thanks, Kirk – and Bruce – for the
clarifications!

Surprise 2012 Olympic Ink-Jet
Marking From Royal Mail

In a recent e-mail newsletter, SPI member Bob
Wilcock reported on the discovery of an Olympic ink-
jet marking. Here’s how Bob related the story:

It was an order from a member that landed on my
door-mat Monday 1st August, and on it an
unannounced ink-jet postmark “Royal Mail Olympic
Stamps Now on sale”. Committee were alerted, and
one member rescued an envelope from his recycling
bin. An e-mail circular to UK members enabled us to
identify other mail centres using the slogan, but by the
time we tried to get some covers done the campaign
had finished, and a number of covers came back
with non-Olympic postmarks. Royal Mail eventually
informed us that the cancel was in use from 26 July to
3 August. However the earliest example seen is dated
29 July, and all cancels seen dated 27 July are
non-Olympic. It definitely seems to have been
replaced after 3 August.

Bob has asked for help in recording any and all
usages that may have come into collectors’
possession including the mail center and date. A scan
would be most appreciated.

So far, the following eight mail centers are known
to have used the ink-jet marking:

1. South East Anglia (Chelmsford) – 3 different dater
heads

2. Hereford & Worcester
3. Birmingham
4. Manchester
5. Lancashire and South Lakes
6. Greenford/Windsor
7. London South
8. Watford

Bob adds that the cancel seems not to have been
used in Sheffield. He also wonders if a Welsh version
from Cardiff exists. If you have any information,
please e-mail Bob Wilcock at:
 marathon@societyofolympiccollectors.org

USPS Unlikely to Issue 2012 London
Olympic Games Stamps

The September 26, 2011 issue of Linn’s Stamp
News carried an editorial by Linn’s editor, Michael
Baadke: “Finances knock Olympic rings off U.S.
stamps”. According to the report, the USPS, which
has always resisted attempts to make it pay a royalty
fee, has decided against a 2012 Olympic issue.

Reporters have been shown illustrations of a set
of four “Athletes in Motion” stamps that portray beach
volleyball, hurdles, diving and javelin – but no indica-
tion that they are being issued in honor of the 2012
Olympics. However, unlike every other stamp on next
year’s schedule, images of this set have yet to be
released to the public. Could a change be in the
offing?

The IOC’s Marketing Department confirmed that
the USPS had decided not to issue stamps for the
Games because of new royalty fees that have re-
cently been implemented by the IOC.


